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Subject: Re: Confirmation re: Robert Maheu

Body:

I don't recall our asking about Morgan, do you???...My opinion is that Maheu is not going to provide any 

additional information & that if another call is to be made, we should do it again (because of 

familiarity)...What is your opinion???To: Dave Montague/ARRBcc: Kevin Tiernan/ARRB, Manuel 

Legaspi/ARRBFrom: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate: 02/09/97 08:05:44 AMSubject: Re: Confirmation re: Robert 

MaheuDid you discuss with him any questions about Morgan, including whether he gave any records to 

Morgan or whether Morgan represented anyone else involved in this matter? If not, I would like us to call him 

back. Do you anticipate he will be cooperative? Should I call, or should one of you? Please let me know.To: 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: Kevin Tiernan/ARRB, Manuel Legaspi/ARRB From: Dave Montague/ARRB Date: 

02/03/97 12:02:13 PMSubject: Confirmation re: Robert MaheuCALL REPORT Issue # 43Document's Author: 

Dave Montague & Kevin Tiernan/ARRB Date Created: 01.31.1997Who initiated the call? Review Board's 

representative in the call: Dave Montague & Kevin TiernanMorgan & Maheu ProjectSubject: Confirmation re: 

Robert MaheuDescription of the Call _________ ____ We spoke w/a "Maheu" recently who confirmed he's 

the same Maheu involved in the plot to assassinate Castro during the early 1960s & was an intelligence officer 

at one point. Maheu described himself as a "problem solver" & asked for background information about us 

before consenting to any further questions. We explained the nature of the Review Board & asked Maheu 

what he recalls re: the Castro issue or anything JFK related. Maheu made the following statements:-nothing 

was preventing him from speaking or disclosing any info; he has felt this way since the Church Committee-

besides his previous testimony, he doesn't recall any other records-he was "...in the business of solving 

problems...not a private investigator..."-he's had his firm named "Robert A. Maheu Associates" since 1954-

there is nothing he can add to his Church Committee & HSCA testimoniesWe related our interest in any other 

people who might have knowledge of such possible records, to which Maheu said "...I don't know of anyone 

else...take the 2 reports (Church & HSCA) & that is it...". We told Maheu we'd send some explanatory info to 

him just in case he does recall records or other sources of records; Maheu agreed to respond if he found 

any.We verified Maheu's information, asked him to inform us re: any possible records he might recall & 

thanked him for his time.Robert A. Maheu3523 Cochise LaneLas Vegas, NV 89109702.735.3361A source 

associates him w/:1)Pro-Mark International, Inc. in Nevada (as President); revoked 11.01.19942)The Grapevine 

Group in California (as Chairman)
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